INTRODUCTION
The application of the equations of fluid dynamics to astrophysical problems opens the possibility of studying complex dynamical phases of stellar evolution in considerable detail. However, the numerical algorithms in the astronomical literature tend to have restrictive stability limits; rezoning, when done at all, is done in a primitive, ad hoc fashion. In an attempt to overcome these difficulties we have implemented a variation on the YAQUI code of Hirt, Amsden, and Cook. di e report here the basic outline of our method and the progress we have made in applying it to astrophysics.
In our code, VEGA, the conservation equations are solved in two steps: In Phase I the solution is obtained in the coordinate system moving with the fluid; this is called the Lagrangian phase. In Phase II, the rezone or convective phase, the convection terms are added. By rezoning we mean the movement of mesh vertices to maintain a reasonable grid spacing. This is accomplished by defining a grid velocity as some arbitrary fraction of the fluid velocity. This fraction can be a function of space and time. In the limit that the grid velocity is zero the calculation is Eulerian. If the grid velocity is set equal to the fluid velocity, the calculation is Lagrangian. This technique removes the ad hoc nature and numerical difficulties of rezoning by procedures such as the insertijin and deletion of grid points.
J; Attempts to obtain numerical {solutions to problems in stellar evolution must cop|: with limits on the time step imposed by the wave s' peeds associated with the problem. In an explicit calculation one simply updates the flow variables for each cell in terms of quantities available at the beginning of the calculational cycle. This approach imposes stability requirements that no waves (sound waves, elastic waves, thermal waves, etc.) can travel more than one cell per cycle. This is the well-known Courant condition, which is usually expressed as c 6t/6x < 1.. where c is the wave speed. To remove this restriction, we employ an implicit scheme that inc'ides in the solution of the equations as much advanced time information as possible. This requires either an iterative scheme to reach a consistent set of advanced time values or a direct solution technique applied to a linearized set of difference equations.
In the former approach information tends to travel only one cell per iteration, although schemes such as successive overtaxation (SOR) do propagate signals more rapidly in one direction if they use updated information as it becomes available. Direct solution techniques couple all nodes simultaneously. In either case, information can travel over many cells in any one cycle, even over the entire mesh if the wave speed is sufficiently great. This allows for much larger time steps since the Courant condition no longer constrains it.
There is a certain amount of controversy associated with implicit schemes. This controversy originates in the belief that accuracy is lost in the large time steps an implicit approach permits. There is, of course, validity in such a view. However, in many calculations the solution is changing extremely slowly during a portion of the calculation and nothing is lost by a large time step. If the fluid motion is experiencing changes that are of short duration compared to the time step allowed, the time step must be limited. Otherwise important or interesting phenomena may be unresolved. As an example of the restriction that can be imposed by the wave speed, the largest time steps used in the protostar calculation are sixteen orders of magnitude larger than the explicit thermal diffusion stability limit. We have no reason to believe we have suppressed any short-lived transients that would affect the solution. There are other phenomena associated with the calculation of stellar evolution that pose similar, if less dramatic, problems when treated explicitly. With this in mind we elected to solve the equations describing stellar evolution with as much advanced time information as possible, while making the difference equations tractable. Since the number of cells and the number of variables is significantly smaller in one dimension than in two or three dimensions, it is feasible to consider a direct solution technique for one-dimensional codes. This requires linearizing the system of equations in the time advanced variables and leads to a banded matrix. The width of the band will depend on the number of dependent variables included implicitly. An important feature of this approach is the absence of iterations, such as one finds in tht standard Henyey technique. The result is an efficient, stable algorithm free from convergence difficulties.
One final consideration which entered into our choice of techniques was the desire to be able to extend the set of equations, increasing the amount of physics to the included, with minimal structural alteration to the code. That is, we wished to be able to add equations, add variables, or change the functional form of constitutive relations, all in a direct and straightforward fashion.
To summarize, three factors played major roles in motivating us to adopt the present approach: we wished to be able to vary the resolution of the calculational mesh and to include a continuous rezone; we wanted to include the gas physics as implicitly as possible to maximize the efficiency of the code; we needed to have the flexibility of altering or adding equations with minimum difficulty. These considerations led us to construct a code divided into two phases: an implicit Lagrangian phase in which we solve the complete linear system for the flow varibles and a rezone phase in which the contributions from the convection terms are added to the Lagrangian components.
II. EQUATI ONS
Astrophysical hydrodynamical algorithms frequently use transformations of the variables in an attempt to improve accuracy. The variable mesh, continuous rezone feature allows us to resolve the solution of most problems with a reasonable number of cells, obviating the need to transform the independent variable. When reasonable resolution is achieved, a transformation of dependent variables is not desirable. Our experience has shown that the use of the primitive variables will give accuracy comparable to any transformed variables, and transformed variables almost always lead to more complex, less efficient programs. 
0)
Because we are including the nuclear burning of hydrogen, we need a specie": equation that will allow for hydrogen to be depleted by conversion to helium. 
where r is a function which includes the real gas effects such as variable mean molecular weight and electron degeneracy. For a simple gamma-law ideal gas neglecting radiation pressure, r is merely (y-1). More complicated cases are discussed in the Appendix.
As an example of our solution technique, consider the equation for the internal energy in the form (8) where R includes the work, diffusion, and source terras. Paralleling the approach of Hirt et al., we integrate this equation over a control volume V, which for a cell-centered quantity, like pi, is simply a calculational cell. We obtain in this way
We also make use of the well-known relation For the specific internal energy, I, we write nd 2 S (10) Combining Eqs. (9) and (10) and using the divergence theorem yields
V .
Although we have examined only the equation for pi in detail, each of the conservation equations will contain an integral of the form pQ(u -u) • ft dS .
As we mentioned above, in a Lagrangian calculation u =u, and this term vanishes. It is this structure that leads one to solve the equations without this term first and then to add its contribution as a separate step in the rezone or convective phase. We should comment that convection in this context has nothing to do with turbulent convection, but refers only to the flow of mass, momentum, and energy past a point in space as a result of the fluid motion. Performing the integrations over the cell volumes symbolically, we difference Eq. however, this is not true in general, and care must l je taken to include the mass factor properly. Our procedure is to i< :.lude it in the rezone phase so that M. . contains contributions from both the turbulent diffusion and the convection. This means that the effect of a on o is not included fully implicitly in the I equation, although it may be partially done through the dependence of R on P. Unless the effect of turbulert mass diffusion in one time step is large this should not lead to stability problems.
The calculational mesh is labeled with half integral indices at the vertices as indicated in superscript. In order to set up a system which is linear in the time advanced quantities, it is necessary to expand the nonlinear terms about the old time level, as for example *n+l n.n+1 n+1 ,n n.n = p I + P I -p I (13) This ignores the quadratic terms in the changes of the variables; in Eq. (13) we have dropped the term (P" +1 -P n ) (I n+1 -I n ). Consequently, the equations are not fully time advanced and, should the quadratic term be appreciable compared to , n I n , numerical difficulties can occur.
As far as ft, is concerned, this can be a nonlinear function of the variables, nonetheless, we attempt to include as much time-advanced information as possible in its evaluation. Consider that part of R-that arises from the energy released in nuclear reactions. This is, in a single calculational cycle,
Because L is, in general, a complicated function of P, Duy and i, one might most simply include it explicitly. This could seriously limit the time step. In fact L increases more rapidly than linearly with temperature which allows us to include seme advanced time information by factoring out the internal energy I. Rates for the carbon cycle and for the proton chain are proportional to the first and second powers of (>", respectively. For this reason we factor out P H also and write then linearizing the product, ,." I, in the advanced time quantities. Although this term cannot be made fully implicit in the direct solution approach, the present treatment greatly improves stability over the explicit method. Note that instead of using an equation for the total energy, we elect to calculate the specific internal energy. Experience has shown that the use of this equation is more accurate than the use of the total energy equation because errors in the kinetic energy are not then buried in the internal energy. Since the pressure depends on the temperature, as do some of the more crucial physical parameters, it is important to obtain the internal energy as accurately as possible. What we sacrifice is total energy conservation.
The primary stability limit of our method is (16)
In practice we limit u it/ix to somewhat less than 0.5 over the entire mesh. If a quadratic term in the change of any two variables is large with such a time step, we cannot expect unconditional stability. For this reason we include an additional limit on the time step such that if any variable changes fractionally by more than a fixed amount in any cell, the time step Is decreased. This prevents instabilities that might occur because of the partially explicit nature of the solution. With this test the quadratic term in the variable changes is effectively limited. The optimum value for the fractional change will clearly be problem dependent.
We now illustrate the differencing of the equation for a vertex quantity with the Lagrangian form of the momentum equation:
Since the velocity is defined at vertices, the control volume over which the integration is performed runs from cell center to coll center, that is from r. to r. + ,. Defining a vertex mass as the average mass of the adjacent cells, we difference Eq. (17) in a straightforward fashion to arrive at Eq. (A-28) in the Appendix. For completeness the Appendix contains the difference equations for the remaining variables and includes a discussion of some of the considerations which entered into decisions concerr.ing the manner of differencing.
It must be remembered that it is necessary to couch the equation of state in such a fashion th^jt it too can be linearized. Otherwise, point relaxation techniques would have to be employed.
III. GAS PHYSICS
Because in this initial development our emphasis has been on the solution algorithm for the basic fluid equations rather than on the details of the gas physics, we have limited the constitutive relations to fairly simple form. At the same time, we have included sufficient generality to solve a broad class of problems.
We assume the gas consists of three nuclear species: hydrogen, helium, and metals (atomic number>2) with a fixed mass fraction Z. The equation of state allows for hydrogen to be converted to helium, allows for partial ionization and for Hdissociation, and includes radiation pressure and nonrelativistic electron degeneracy.
A. Equation of State
Under the assumptions listed above, the total pressure is (19)
In the above, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, H is the mass of one atomic mass unit, u i is the average molecular weight of the nuclei of species i, n^ is the average number of free electrons per nucleus of species i. The degeneracy is included through the ratio 
tion, and it will not be reproduced here.
P. Viscosity
Two regimes are of interest in estimating the viscosity of the stellar-gas. At low temperatures the dominant source of viscosity is collisions be- where K is the Rosseland mean opacity.
In radiative zones, we use 
where I includes the specific ionization energy, the H 2 dissociation energy and the H ? vibrational, rotational, and excitation energies. We define I so that it vanishes at zero temperature. With this defirition of I , c is the temperature averaged value of the thermodynamic derivative (3I/3T) with density ar1 composition fixed.
C. Nuclear Reaction Rate
We use the nuclear reaction rates of Larson and Demavque for the proton chain and carbon cycle.
These rates assume equilibrium abundances, but the three branches of the proton chain are followed se- where y is the ratio of specific heats for the gas alone, and fc is the ratio of gas pressure to total pressure, then in unstable zones the effective thermal diffusion coefficient for adiaba'ic convection is 
IV. SOLVING THE LINEAR SYSTEM
One time step is accomplished in two distinct phases. In Phase I, we do an implicit Lagrangian time step; in Phase II, we do the rezoning. After rezoning we do any necessary bookkeeping and output. In this section, we discuss some computational details for carrying out these phases.
In Phase I, the linsar difference equations we want to solve are Eqs. (A-3), (A-18), (A-24), (A-26) The curves labeled . (3001 and u(300) are the density and velocity, respectively, after 300 cycles.
At this stage, the fluid is still isothermal at 10°K.
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Tig. 3. The density and velocity profiles of a onesolar mpss protostar at several different times. The numbers in parentheses denote the cycle numbers.
A rarefaction wave is moving inward at the locul sound speed relative to the collapsing fluid. The velocity is linear and subsonic on both sides of the rarefaction, which is near r-1.0x10 cm. Inside the rarefaction, the density is spatially constant but increases with time. Outside the rarefaction, 2 the density drops as 1/r . This behavior is expected theoretically.
At 1?50 cycles the entire character of the solution has changed. The rarefaction has hit the center and a nearly static core with a radius of S x 10 cni has formed. Larson reports a core radius of bx in cm. In tne outer half of the cloud, the velocity has hardly changed since cycle 300. However, the infalling material goes supersonic outside the core. The velocity minimum at 5x10 J is about Mach 7. An accretion shock surrounding the core rapidly drops the velocity to Mach 1 at the surface of tne core, and the velocity drops roughl/ linearly to zero at the origin. The core is now optically thick, and the center temperature is about ??0 K. The velocity profile just outside the accretion shock shows an appreciable oscillation. This is a numerical effect due to dispersive truncation errors. The true shock Mach number is probably closer to five than to seven. This problem was run with no viscosity. We could help smootfi our solution by increasing the donor cell parameter ,, which has the same effect as artificial viscosity because it increases the diffusional truncation errors. In fact, it is the combination of an Eulerian calculation with large donor cell that allows us to run the strong shock stably without explicitly adding an artificial viscosity. Figure 4 jhows the central density as a function of time as computed by three different methods. The agreement among the three methods is impressive 12 until shortly after 5x10 sees, which is shortly before the rarefaction hits the origin. What happens next is a complicated series of radial pulsations. The details of these pulsations are sensitive to the numerical technique used to integrate the equations. Larson reports that the pulsations occurred with his Lagrangian calculations, but not with his Eulerian calculations. Because Eulerian methods tend to be more diffusive than Lagrangian methods, it appears that the pulsations are weakly driven at first and then easily damped.
These pulsations temporarily halt the collapse in the core. The longer the core pulsates, the longer the rapia density rise is delayed. We feel that the differences in the time of onset of the collapse are due to the n->rical differences in the various techniques during the pulsation phase. It is difficult to assess the numerical effects of Larson's methods.
The ICE code employ"; a special truncation error cancellation scheme to reduce numericai diffusion appreciably compared to the standard ICE method. The 12 density bump at 6x10 sees is due to the first expansion after the rarefaction reaches the origin.
Several oscillations follow, but their effect is too 12 small to show on the figure except at 8.5x10
sec. The VEGA calculation is more diffusive, resulting in lower amplitude and faster damping in the pulsations. This scheme has not been tested, but we expect it to have good stability properties; moreover, it provides a method for using equation of state tables that contain r and perhaps its derivatives. As with all our difference equations, the geometric quantities, r, A, and V are always the old-time values. The left-hand side of Eq. (A-11) is differenced directly because the integration procedure would provide no immediate information on the new densities. It would merely give us the trivial fact that the mass in a cell does not change in the absence of turbulence. The advanced time-cell volume, necessary to compute the advanced time density from the cell mass, is not directly available. Only the diffusion term in differenced as if we followed the integration procedure described in Sec. II for the momentum and energy equations. Here we have assumed A = -ju. The viscous dissipation term is positive-definite if all velocities are at the same time level, but we lose this physical characteristic by using velocities from a mixture of time levels. This is probably not serious, but it should be kept in mind.
The flux equation is where the function sgn is the sign of the argument, and a is a constant, 0<a<l. As an example of the difference form of the convection term for a cell centered quantity,
MOMENTUM EQUATION

(A-34)
where u is the grid velocity and u is the fluid velocity at the end of Phase I. We define the difference velocity for our one-dimensional problem, w. , =u . , -u-j,, which is the velocity of the i Then w. , A. v <St is the mesh relative to the fluid. volume relative to the fluid that is swept out by the moving grid point. One might be tempted to take
The tildes denote results from Phase I. This is a straightforward approximation to Eq. (A-32), if Q is taken to be unity. 
